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Little Bit a' Love

DENIELLE SEEKS TO RECONNECT WITH A STRANGER WITH NEW SINGLE  

"Little Bit a' Love" is the first single from an ERA of 4 singles from Denielle that will culminate in an LP on her 
mother's birthday, June 2nd. The first single and the title track was inspired by a chance meeting with a stranger down 
on his luck. Denielle seeks to reconnect with the man who asked for help in a coffee shop and hear his side of this 
amazing story. She sings about how small acts of love can have a huge impact. 

With help from friend and co-producer Thom McKay (Joydrop, Nightcrawlers), this lively chanson about love and 
acceptance was brought to life. Here Denielle conjures her idol Nina Simone and explores different sounds and 
instruments not used before to tell her story, such as Cajon and Congas by Chendy Leon (Sultans of String) and folk 
guitar while maintaining what makes Denielle stand out from the rest, her uncanny ability to connect familiar tropes of 
folk, swing and pop in a way that is fresh and exciting.  

Denielle gets right down to the point with this one. Little Bit a’ Love inspires, gives us a bit of a 
respite and is a beautifully crafted Denielle Bassels musical hug. This is charismatic feel good music. 
Dani Elwell- JAZZFM.91 

Denielle's first original composition,”Cool Cool Water,” earned her the Grand Prize in the International John Lennon 
Songwriting Competition. The release of her first full-length album ”What About Wool Wishbags” in 2017 laid the 
foundation for a non-stop touring schedule that sees Bassels winning over fans worldwide and was voted JAZZ.FM91’s 
top 5 albums of the year by Terry McElligot.

FOR ALL SINGLE ASSETS, TOUR DATES and the LITTLE BIT A' LOVE ERA RELEASE SCHEDULE, please visit: 
deniellebassels.com/little-bit-a-love  

BOOKING/MANAGEMENT: Benjamin Masicotte - benjamin@boulevart.ca or  
Marie-Catherine LaPointe lapointe@boulevart.ca 

ENQUIRIES:  denielle@deniellebassels.ca 
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Denielle Bassels is one of the brightest new lights on the Canadian Jazz scene. - Raul Da Gama
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